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Fronius hybrid inverter data sheet

The Fronius Symo 5000W hybrid inverter targets solar photovoltaic systems with batteries. It is a three-phase pure hybrid wave inverter without transformer, Fronius Symo hybrid 5.0 is an excellent solution for homes that want to make the most of the energy produced by solar panels. Fronius Energy Package is the
perfect solution to get 24 hours of Solar, it is compatible with Lg Chem RESU HV lithium batteries and with Fronius Solar Battery, Fronius Symo Hybrid three-phase inverters make the dependency on the power grid is minimal The system in case of power failure can work Off Grid, delivering the accumulated energy in
the batteries. The range of inverter Fronius Symo has a range of powers from 3.0Kw to 5Kw, ideal for applications in residential, compact and innovative design (Suerflex), easy to assemble thanks to the SnapINverter system making it a hybrid inverter of great benefits, with the maximum warranty. See Factsheet Fronius
SYMO HYBRID 5.0-3-S Fronius Symo 5.0-3-S is the hybrid solution for the home, which provides constant information to the user through its monitoring system, can visualize instantaneous and historical consumption and the power curve recorded by SMART METER in Fronius and record the curves of energy
consumed and produced. The Fronius SYMO HYBRID is complemented by smart meter, a device that fills in the necessary information for monitoring and ensures that the inverter does not supply power to the mains. Monitoring fronius inverts SYMO HYBRID 5.0-3-S Fronius SYMO 5.0-3-S incorporates web server and
WLAN and Ethernet that meet connection standards. The three-phase Fronius SYMO inverters are automatically updated so you don't have to worry about improving the performance of the solar installation. Monitoring via the Solarweb portal. Fronius anti-grip grips SMART METER SYMO HYBRID 4.0-3-S Among Symo
Hybrid 5.0-3-S accessories, we include anti-operation clamp, Fronius SMART METER, the two-way counter for recording home energy consumption, a high precision counter and rapid communication through the Modus RTU interface, limiting remote control. Together with Fronius Solar.web it provides detailed
information on household consumption as well as does not allow the injection of energy to the grid, that is, we get zero injection to the network. Fronius SMART METER enables a systematized management of the various energy flows that optimize the total energy. Donwload Data sheet Fronius SMART METER
Installation Fronius inverter SYMO 5.0-3-S Installation of Fronius Symo 5.0-S grid inverter is simple, thanks to its SnapINverter system it can be installed and configured without the need to be an expert, and from Suministros del Sol we offer a connection diagram and technical advice to make it as simple as possible. The
Fronius Symo Hybrid 5.0 has a relatively low weight, The series is limited to a maximum of 21.5 kg and is used quickly with tablet and smartphone. Multiflow technology Fronius Symo Hybrid incorporates the technology multiflow, allowing different flows of energy CC and AC in parallel, in this way can combine modules of
batteries in the electrical installation at the same time. It is also possible to charge the batteries not only on the AC side, but also on the DC side, and the Fronius Symo Hybrid inverter controls the energy to achieve the maximum self-consumption percentage. Compatible with LG Chem RESU HV Battery Fronius SYMO
HYBRID series is compatible with LG Chem RESU 7H high voltage batteries and LG Chem RESU 10H, in addition to Fronius Battery. The Symo 5.0 inverter can combine the energy coming from solar panels, power grids and batteries. For more information about compatible batteries with Fronius hybrid inverters please
contact us, we will help you without obligation Dynamic Peak Manager Fronius Symo 5.0 incorporates Dynamic Peak Manager, it is a new intelligent algorithm system that is able to find the maximum operating location, ie the maximum power point (GMPP) even with partial shadow of the solar system. Automatically
check the power curve and optimize the funcinamento in the Fronius hybrid three-phase inverter warranty is as standard 5 years, expandable, for more information about the extension of the Fronius inverter warranty, contact us, we will advise you on the extension of the manufacturer's warranty. Buy inverter Fronius
Symo Hybrid 5.0-S-1 In Suministros del Sol you can purchase the three-phase inverter Fronius SYMO 5.0-3-S at the best price on the market, contact us about compatibilities of components and prices, we will help you in your project solar installation offers an effective solution to the management of resources in your
home that makes use of the intelligent energy management system. The Fronius Symo Hybrid is the heart of the Fronius Energy Package, the storage solution for 24 hours of sunshine. With power classes ranging from 3.0 to 5.0 kVA, this three-phase inlefiant temporarily stores the excess energy produced in a battery,
the Fronius Solar Battery. By intelligently controlling energy flows, Multi Flow Technology enables ac and DC coupling storage systems. So that's the solution for 24 hours of sunshine a day, even in case of power outage. type:3.0-3-S4.0-3-S5.0-3-SPower (kVA):345Warranty: 5 yearstechnology Simple fastening
systemDesuitability in the design of these devices is that the connection space is separated from the power room, and is installed separately. The connection area and cables are first mounted on the wall, and then there is room for the power room. This revolutionary assembly system makes installation and maintenance
easier. The inunnator is simply placed in the wall holder and then attached. There is no need to remove maintenance, but only the power floor. All cables, settings, and configurations remain in place. Built-in Wi-Fi interfaceA simple, easy-to-use monitoring system. Thanks to Fronius Data Manager, Fronius is the first
inverter manufacturer to offer a Wi-Fi interface built into the inverter itself. Inunren is connected to wireless internet and provides a perfect overview of how the photovoltaic system works. Open-protocol data transmissionIt is easy to connect components from third-party vendors to Fronius inverters. The standard open
Modbus TCP SunSpec protocol is a simple way to connect data to other systems. The protocol is used through the existing Ethernet interface, ensuring reliable communication. Smart Grid ReadyFronius inverters are ready for tomorrow's Smart Grid. The inverters are optimally equipped to meet future technical
requirements. A number of smart features, called Advanced Networking Features, are integrated into devices. These are a number of control functions for optimal injection of reactive and active force. These features are designed for a stable network even when the density of the PV system is very high and prevent
unwanted cuts with associated loss of performance. Fronius inverters therefore help ensure the performance of photovoltaic systems. FRONIUS ENERGY PACKAGEThe individual storage solution for 24 hours of sunshine. Fronius's vision of 24 hours of sunshine represents the future of energy supply, covering 100% of
our renewable energy needs. The Fronius Symo Hybrid is at the heart of the Fronius Energy Package, the storage solution for 24 hours of sunshine per day. This three-phase inser in power classes range from 3.0 to 5.0 kW, allowing to store excess energy from a solar photovoltaic system in a battery, the Fronius Solar
Battery. The result is maximum self-consumption and energy independence. In times of low production or in the absence of production, the emergency power function can power to the fireplace, even in the event of a power outage of the public power grid. Using the WLAN and Ethernet web server integrated with
graphical interface, it is possible to achieve a perfect configuration and visualization of the installation. In addition, the battery's DC clutch ensures maximum efficiency for the entire system. Manage your production with Solar.WebShading shadow with DynamicPeakManagerScort shade: 1-2% extra gain per year for 1
hour shade in the morning and eveningSleeping shadow: 2-4% extra gain per year for 1 hour shade in the morning and eveningEnergy consumption of ''DynamicPeakManager' 'linkpopup'.: 0.05% of Annual GainMulti Flow TechnologyThe 24-Hour Personal Storage SolutionSnapINverter TechnologyTechnical
FeaturesEntry dataSYMO Hybrid 3.0-3-SSYMO Hybrid 4.0-3-SSYMO Hybrid 5.0-3-SMax input power (Idc max.) 5.0 kW6 ,5 kW8.0 k WMaximum input current (Idc)1x16AShort circuit current max. From the module field24 AMin. Input voltage (Udc VInjsing voltage (Udc start)200 VNominal input voltage (Udc,r)595
VMaximum enage voltage (Udc max)1000 VTension range MPP (Umpp min-Umpp max)200-800V255-800V320-800VNumber MPP tracker1Number of connector2Battery inputMaximum output power. For the batteryConnection of connected Fronius Solar BatteryMaximum input power. From the battery Recording to the
connected Fronius Solar BatteryExit dataAC rated output power (Pac,r) 3000W4000W5000WMaximum output power.3000VA4000VA5000VAMax sourcing power. From the sector3000VA4000VA5000VAAC Release Current (Iac Name)4.3A5.8A7.2AUds at reaccessible (voltage range)3-NPE 400V/230V or 3-NPE 380V /
220V (up 20%/-30%)Frequency (frequency range)50 Hz/60Hz (45-65 Hz)Harmonic distortion rate3 percent Power factor (cos 'ac,r)0.85 - 1 in. / cap. GENERAL DATADimensions (height widththxdepth)645 x 431 x 204 mmweight19.9 kgProtective indexIP65Protective Class 1Surgery (DC/AC) 2/3Indutor conceptNo
transformercoolingCooling by regulated airassemblyIndoor and outdoor editingAmbient temperature range -25C/--60CHumidity of the air allowed0-100% Maximum altitude. 2000m (unlimited voltage range)DC PV connector technologySkter terminals 2.5 - 16 mm2 2x DC - and 2x DCDC PV connector technology Screw
terminals 2.5 - 16 mm2 1x DC - and 1x DCAC connection x technologyAC 2.5 screw stations - 16 mm2 5 polisherCertificates and compliance with standards VDE AR N 4105, VE/Onorm E 8001-4-712 DIN VDE 0126-1-1Emergency power functional return Maximum performance (PV-resezau electrical)97.7%97.9%
Maximum efficiency (PV battery power grid)90.0% grid)90.0%
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